This is a mathematical study of the formation of tangential discontinuities, or current sheets, in a magnetic field evolving in an electrically perfectly conducting fluid in response to deformation of its domain, an effect first treated by Hahm and Kulsrud ͓Phys. Fluids 28, 2412 ͑1985͔͒. Explicit examples are presented of three-dimensional, untwisted fields, anchored to the boundary, that cannot assume a force-free state in the absence of current sheets. The underlying physics of this process is as described by the Parker theory of spontaneous current sheets, namely, that for most continuous magnetic fields in complex three-dimensional geometry, there is an incompatibility between the preservation of field topology and point-by-point force balance to achieve equilibrium. This incompatibility is removed through discontinuous plasma displacements that produce magnetic tangential discontinuities. In contrast to the twisted magnetic fields central to the Parker theory, fixing the connectivity between the anchored magnetic footpoints alone is sufficient to lead to current-sheet formation in untwisted fields. This mode of sheet formation may produce spatially dense multitudes of sheets to heat a plasma throughout its macroscopic volume such as implied by several phenomena in the solar corona.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomena in the solar corona are due in a large part to the hydromagnetic interaction between this electrically, highly conducting atmosphere and the variable magnetic field of the Sun. 1 An essential aspect of that interaction is the ubiquitous resistive dissipation of electric currents in spite of high conductivity. The greater than a million degree temperature of the active corona has its origin in this remarkable property. 2, 3 In the absence of resistive dissipation, the magnetic field is frozen into the conducting fluid so that its topology cannot change in time. This property keeps fluid volumes embedding different magnetic flux systems from mixing freely into one another. Layers of intense current density, i.e., sheets of current, can form out of the magnetic flux surfaces separating these volumes. 4 The current density in these sheets can grow to such magnitudes as to dissipate resistively, via a variety of microscopic plasma processes, 5 on a rapid time scale. In terms of field evolution, current dissipation produces magnetic reconnection that changes the field topology. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The Parker theory of spontaneous current sheets was a conceptual departure from the traditional thinking of the time about current sheets. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] It states that current-sheet formation is common and inevitable in most magnetic fields of complex topology.
In classical calculations, say, in the theory of linear hydromagnetic stability, a standard approach is to analyze the small perturbations introduced into a simple system in equilibrium. Typically the equilibrium is chosen to vary at most with two spatial dimensions in order to obtain a tractable problem. In such treatments, the formation of current sheets has been demonstrated under rather specialized circumstances. For instance, a magnetic neutral point may be creased into a sheet under the condition of perfect conductivity. 18, 21, 22 Magnetic reconnection at a significant rate can take place in spite of high conductivity through a coupling between a weak resistive diffusion and ideal ͑non-dissipative͒ dynamics, such as found in the tearing-mode instability. 23 In natural physical systems, magnetic fields are not found in the theorist's idealized simple forms. 8, 24 The radical point in the Parker theory is that the three-dimensional, complex topologies of magnetic fields in nature are generally incompatible with field continuity. This point is captured by the topological magnetostatic problem posed by Parker.
11 So- lutions to this problem show that a continuous field cannot, in general, be eased into equilibrium while preserving its arbitrarily given topology. 2, 20 That is, in general, to preserve field topology and achieve equilibrium everywhere, discontinuous displacements are inevitable and the equilibrium field must contain tangential discontinuities. In this essentially three-dimensional effect, the presence of a magnetic neutral point or the local conditions found in topologically simple systems have diminished significance. The linear study of a simple system by Hahm and Kulsrud 25 made a novel point. They found that an initially force-free magnetic field could respond linearly to an infinitesimal change of shape of its domain by seeking a new equilibrium containing a current sheet. Here we demonstrate this effect with considerable generality for the untwisted magnetic fields recently studied in Ref. 26 , hereafter referred to as paper 1. Our demonstration will relate this effect to the Parker theory, and, in so doing, provide a broadened, physical view of the current-sheet formation process. Current sheets are a simple means of heating the quiescent solar corona. Coronal magnetic fields are rooted to the dense photosphere below. The slow, chaotic twisting flows in the photosphere braid these fields continually into complex topologies. Current sheets form spontaneously in the extremely highly conducting, million-degree plasma of the corona. These sheets dissipate to keep that plasma hot and electrically conducting in the first place. This closed sequence of processes offers a universal reason for the common occurrence of hot plasmas, not just in the corona but elsewhere in the astrophysical universe.
2,3
The same basic process may also take place with violence such as in a flare.
1,27-32 After a build up of energy in a slowly evolving magnetic field, in the stable form of smoothly distributed currents, the sudden creation of current sheets is a mechanism for converting that stable energy into a form that must rapidly dissipate. This is an attractive explanation of the solar flare. 33 The quiescent corona is an excellent, highly anisotropic thermal conductor. Thermal conduction is extremely efficient in the direction of the local magnetic field but almost suppressed across the field. 34 Except for magnetic structures at the lowest levels of the corona, its fully ionized state almost everywhere else suggests that heat must be fed separately into the elementary magnetic flux tubes, each one thermally insulated from all the others, that fill the corona. Therefore, if current sheets are the means of heating the corona, the sheets must form and dissipate readily and extensively over a very large range of length scales.
In the case of a flare, images of flare plasmas in EUV and x rays taken with good temporal and spatial resolutions often show entire volumes of plasma to have heated up. A pair of hard x-ray footprints, of macroscopic size, at the base of the corona is a common signature of flares. 32 Observations indicate that these footprints are produced by the bombardment of the lower atmosphere by beams of electrons accelerated to 100 keV inside a macroscopic magnetic loop during the 10 3 s impulsive phase of the flare. 30, 31, [35] [36] [37] [38] The flaring magnetic field is sufficiently strong to channel the energetic electrons along its field lines. Hence, if this energetic particle acceleration is the result of current sheet dissipation, the macroscopic size of these x-ray footprints also suggests dense or spatially extensive formations of current sheets. We will show in this paper that such dense formations may take place naturally in three-dimensional fields.
We treat a mathematical model and report the main results in Sec. II and conclude the above discussion in Sec. III with an assessment of the physical significance of these results.
II. THE DEPENDENCE OF A POTENTIAL FIELD ON ITS DOMAIN
We present an application of classical potential theory to build a model in which the general ideas of the introductory discussion are put into specific mathematical forms. The possibility of producing dense formation of current sheets is one of the results to be obtained in this study of threedimensional fields.
A. Current sheets in untwisted magnetic fields
Consider a current-free or potential field B described by the equations
in a finite domain V with boundary S. The vanishing of the current density described by Eq. ͑2͒ implies the potential representation
so that the solenoidal condition ͑1͒ is expressed by the Laplace equation
Consider a given boundary distribution of the normal field component
where n indicates the outward normal displacement. Equations ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ constitute the Neumann boundary value problem for a prescribed F. 39 As is well known, the solution for any prescribed continuous F exists and is unique. Moreover and all its derivatives are continuous everywhere within V.
There is an extensive mathematical literature establishing that depends continuously on both F and S in the following sense. 40 Define some suitable metric to express the smallness of departure, or closeness, between two realizations ͑F 1 , V 1 , S 1 ͒ and ͑F 2 , V 2 , S 2 ͒ of ͑F , V , S͒, and, the closeness of their respective potential solutions 1 and 2 . Then, 1 and 2 can be made as close to each other as we wish by taking the two realizations of ͑F , V , S͒ to be sufficiently close.
The hydromagnetic evolution of a magnetic field B in an electrically perfectly conducting fluid is described by the induction equation
where v is the velocity of the conducting fluid. As is well known, the flux tubes each contains the same plasma for all time, which translates into no cutting and rejoining of flux tubes. Conversely, each piece of plasma traps an invariant amount of magnetic flux threading through it. For a domain V with S as a rigid boundary, the ideal induction equation implies that ͑i͒ v = 0 on that boundary wherever B n 0, and ͑ii͒ B n on that boundary does not change with time. 26, 41 From these conditions it follows that the field topology in V is invariant in time. We expect a magnetic field in a perfectly conducting fluid to be associated with currents, even when it is in static equilibrium with v = 0. We shall be interested in circumstances under which the equilibrium field happens to be potential as described by Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒.
Let us make precise what is meant by topology for fields that are anchored at the boundary, that is, each infinitesimally thin flux tube of the field has two footpoints on the boundary. For a boundary flux distribution F and a field B matching that distribution, let M͑V , S , F , B͒ denote the map associating each point with another, both on S, as the pair of footpoints of one of these thin flux tubes of B. Quite independent of the connectivity map M͑V , S , F , B͒ are the magnetic twist and writhe of each flux tube and the intertwining among the flux tubes that complete the description of the field topology. 42 The invariance of field topology in time is therefore taken to mean that M͑V , S , F , B͒ together with the magnetic twists, both in single tubes and among the tubes, all do not change in time under Eq. ͑6͒.
Twisted magnetic fields that receive central attention in the Parker theory present quite formidable mathematical problems, owing in a large part to the technical difficulty of describing magnetic twist. The magnetic helicity density A · B, where B = ٌ ϫ A, is a natural measure of magnetic twist. It is an unavoidable but awkward measure, for the helicity density is ill-defined up to a free gauge of the magnetic vector potential A. 39 This is quite reasonable because topological properties are global by nature and cannot be described solely by a local density. The description of twist is therefore carried out in terms of sophisticated mathematical constructions that sum or integrate the magnetic helicity density in some specific manner so as to extract gaugeindependent, topological information from that density. [43] [44] [45] [46] The same basic process of current-sheet formation is found in untwisted fields, as discovered in paper 1. For an untwisted field B the preservation of its footpoint map M͑V , S , F , B͒ and the demand that it remains untwisted are generally sufficient to deny a continuous field the possibility of point-by-point equilibrium. Most naturally occurring magnetic fields are twisted, of course, but the untwisted fields offer an opportunity, exploited in paper 1, for directly illustrating the same basic physics of current-sheet formation while avoiding the mathematical obstacles of the more general problem. Paper 1 treated the relaxation of untwisted fields to equilibrium in a fixed domain whereas, here, we extend the theory to the relaxation of fields in response to continuous changes of their domains of the kind first studied by Hahm and Kulsrud.
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B. An evolving untwisted magnetic field
The model we are going to investigate is an idealization of the following physically realistic situations in the observed solar corona. Outside of eruptive events like a flare, the global corona is driven to evolve slowly through quasistatic, stable equilibrium states by the slow motions of the order of 0.5 km/ s in the dense lower photosphere below the corona. In the presence of magnetic fields of a few tens of Gauss, the characteristic Alfvén speed in the low-␤ corona is in excess of 10 3 km/ s. This is the enormous speed at which the corona adjusts rapidly from one stable equilibrium to the next available equilibrium until conditions for a flare set in. Thus, each local magnetic flux system evolves quasistatistically in response to both the changes at the coronal base boundary as well as a deformation of the flux surface bounding that system. A solar flare is widely accepted to be an impulsive release of energy that has, until the flare, been slowly built up and stored in a local magnetic flux system. The energy density of a magnetic field B is B 2 / 8 which is also the magnetic pressure. Therefore, a significant reduction of magnetic energy implies a reduction in the mean magnetic pressure of the flux system. In the open atmosphere, a highly energized flux system would, as a result of a flare, eventually contract in volume as its nonflaring surrounding pushes inward to establish a new equilibrium. 47, 48 Each of the flux systems in the surrounding would, over the brief duration of the flare, be subject to a change in its flux volume without a significant change at its coronal base.
With these considerations in mind, take the corona to be the unbounded domain r Ͼ 1 external to a unit sphere and idealize it to be a perfect electrical conductor. Consider a subregion V with two parts to its boundary, S = S b + S a , the base part S b lying right on r = 1, and the rest of the boundary S a a magnetic flux surface located in r Ͼ 1. That is, B n = F ϵ 0 on S a and the field enters V and returns to r Ͻ 1 strictly through the base S b . Let the field and its domain V evolve as a part of a quasistatic atmospheric change. In general, the boundary flux F as well as S b can both change but, for the sake of keeping the model simple, we let S b and F be fixed, whereas S a changes shape in some prescribed manner. Effectively, S b is a rigid, perfectly conducting wall where there is no motion and the boundary flux distribution does not change in time. The field would then evolve quasistatically through a sequence of equilibrium states subject to the rigidwall condition on S b and the induction Eq. ͑6͒.
That sequence of equilibrium states is characterized by an invariant field topology. This follows from v =0 on S b and the fact that the changing S a is a magnetic flux surface. Consider a quasistatic evolution driven by S a stretching continuously outward into S a Ј so that the domain V expands into VЈ.
Let the field B in V be the unique potential field defined by F on S b . This field defines a footpoint map M͑V , S , F , B͒. The potential field is untwisted in the sense that the net circulation of B along any path closed around any bundle of flux is zero. Suppose the evolution takes the field from B into To simplify the physical problem further, consider the approximation of negligible plasma body forces, a condition found in the solar corona. Then the end state B D Ј must be force-free satisfying
͑7͒
This equation leaves open the possibility that the field has a current density, provided the latter is everywhere parallel to the field. A field-aligned current density implies a net twist of a fixed sign along each flux bundle. 
C. The topology of untwisted fields
In several direct demonstrations of the Parker theory as well as the one presented here, use is made of the property that there is only a single continuous end-state for a particular ideal hydromagnetic evolution whereas that evolution can start with any one of an infinite number of initial states of distinctly different field topologies. 4, 26, [49] [50] [51] [52] This property in the present study leads to the powerful deduction that if
Let us then examine when we might expect a field of a fixed, boundary-flux distribution to have more than one possible field topology. We limit our examination to fields with lines of force all anchored to the boundary.
Suppose the boundary-flux distribution is multipolar, meaning that there are several lines of polarity reversal on the boundary. The field is then composed of several distinct systems of bipolar flux separated by so-called separatrix flux surfaces. It is self-evident that more than one topology is available to the field depending on the connectivities among the boundary footpoints found in a particular topology. Those connectivities define the separatrix surfaces for the field. In a perfectly conducting fluid, such a multipolar field readily produces current sheets at its separatrix surfaces, a property well known from the study of two-dimensional fields. 16, 18 Fields composed of a single bipolar flux system are exceptional. A bipolar field has a single polarity reversal line separating the boundary into just two regions of opposite polarities, and, there are no separatrix surfaces. For the untwisted bipolar fields, in particular, the absence of separatrix surfaces implies that no current sheets can ever form if the field is two-dimensional. In two dimensions, all the untwisted fields matching a bipolar boundary flux-distribution have the same footpoint-connectivity map. In other words, all these untwisted fields have the same topology. Threedimensionally varying untwisted fields are topologically different. We need to make a distinction between two classes of three-dimensional fields in the physical context of a perfectly conducting fluid. A field with geometric symmetry, exemplified by an axisymmetric field in spherical geometry, is taken to be two-dimensional in the mathematical sense, although the field lies in three-dimensional space. Such a field can be given a three-dimensional variation when subject to a symmetry-breaking deformation under the frozen-in condition, but the field topology would have remained unchanged. In order to discount this kind of topologically insignificant three-dimensional variations, let us define a field to be topologically three-dimensional to mean that the field cannot be continuously deformed under the frozen-in condition into one that is two-dimensional. Then, most bipolar, untwisted, topologically three-dimensional fields, constrained to preserve their respective, arbitrarily endowed topology, must form current sheets in order to achieve equilibrium, as we discovered in paper 1. This mode of sheet formation is distinct from the one associated with separatrix surfaces.
To put the above ideas in concrete terms, consider the two axisymmetric poloidal fields in r Ͼ 1, both symmetric about the equator, shown in Fig. 1 . They are taken from a previous publication 4 but, for our purpose here, they are just sketches of two potential fields displayed in terms of their the lines of force in an r-plane. We interpret the two fields to be the initial ͑top͒ and end ͑bottom͒ potential states of a magnetic field undergoing a reconnection that has produced the change in field topology between these two states.
The initial state has three distinct bipolar flux systems or lobes as shown, occupying latitudinal sectors in the rplane. Not drawn are two purely radial separatrix lines that define these three sectors. Consider imposing on this initial field a continuous, compressive displacement in the -direction on the boundary r = 1. This displacement is symmetrically toward the equator in the northern and southern hemispheres. Such a boundary displacement and its continuous extension into r Ͼ 1 change the boundary flux B r = F on r = 1 and deform the field in r Ͼ 1 from its initial potential state. For the purpose of making a point, we further take the boundary displacement to be zero beneath the equatorial lobe. This null displacement continues smoothly along the boundary to where displacements beneath the two highlatitude lobes move the polarity reversal lines B r = 0 of the two lobes some finite distance toward the equator. The boundary-flux distribution F on the unit sphere is thus changed only beneath the high-latitude lobes but is unchanged beneath the equatorial lobe. Now hold the modified F fixed in time and let the deformed field in r Ͼ 1 ease into a new force-free state under the frozen-in condition.
To release magnetic stress, the compressed high-latitude lobes will expand outward and the equatorial lobe will contract. If perfect conductivity is maintained, the field topology cannot change in time and the field must relax into a minimum-energy state in which the three lobes remain topologically distinct. This results in the high-latitude lobes pushing the contracting equatorial lobe completely out of the way in order to come into contact along an equatorial current sheet extending to infinity out from some radial distance. The contracted equatorial lobe now occupies a finite region of space below that radial distance. Such an end state with an embedded current sheet can be explicitly calculated. 4 In a more realistic dynamical development in the presence of an electrical conductivity that is extremely large but not infinite, the thinning of the sheet to zero thickness will result in the dissipation of the sheet. Field reconnection then changes the field topology to enable the field to access the potential end state sketched in Fig. 1 . The broken lines are the separatrix lines associated with the X-type neutral point created in the end state by reconnection.
The sheet formation in the evolution shown in Fig. 1 is the type associated with separatrix surfaces in a multipolar field. New in this reconsideration of our previous work 4 is the way the equatorial lobe has been prepared. This lobe does not suffer footpoint displacement and does not participate in the magnetic reconnection taking the initial to the end state. It merely responds under the frozen-in condition by contracting inward from its initially infinite volume to occupy a finite volume. This phenomenon is just what we have in mind for the model of this paper, the ideal evolution of a flux system with two boundaries, S b and S a , the former fixed in time with an unchanging boundary flux F and the latter changing its shape in response to a global change to reach a new equilibrium state. The reconnection between the highlatitude lobes creates a certain amount of new flux that closes over the original equatorial lobe. The surface S a for the equatorial lobe in the end state in Fig. 1 lies away and below the separatrix lines of the X-type neutral point.
In general, among the conceivable evolutionary changes a flux system may undergo in a global system, there are always the fortuitous circumstances under which a given flux system suffers no change in its bounding flux surface. But these circumstances are special and uneventful. In the realistic solar atmosphere, flux systems generally change shape nontrivially in response to the requirements of the overall atmospheric equilibrium. In the type represented in Fig. 1 , the central flux system suffers a finite and irrevocable change in its bounding flux surface S b . Indeed the flux system has contracted from its initial infinite volume to fill only a finite volume.
In the axisymmetric field of Fig. 1 , the equatorial lobe, by its two-dimensional nature, is incapable of forming any current sheet within itself. Its contraction to establish its potential state in the overall equilibrium is thus uneventful. A physically similar process involving topologically threedimensional bipolar fields can have a radically different consequence for the equivalent of the equatorial lobe, namely, the inevitable formation of current sheets in that lobe although it does not participate in the field reconnection between the other two lobes.
D. Bipolar untwisted fields expanding into enlarged domains
To return to our mathematical model, let us take, with no loss of essential physics, the domain V to be 1 Ͻ r Ͻ r 1 , in spherical coordinates, identifying S b and S a , respectively, with the boundaries r = 1 and r = r 1 . Varying the constant parameter r 1 changes the volume V. Consider the potential field B as a function of r 1 satisfying the fixed boundary conditions, r = 1, B r = − 2 1 cos + 3 2 sin 2 sin 2, ͑8͒
FIG. 1. The lines of force of the two axisymmetric potential fields in r Ͼ 1 described in the text, representing an initial ͑top͒ state containing three distinct subsystems of bipolar flux and an end ͑bottom͒ state produced by magnetic reconnection between the two high-latitude bipolar flux systems in the initial state. 
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͑12͒
Let us examine the dependence of this potential field and its field-line topology as functions of the parameter r 1 .
The potential in the limit of r 1 → ϱ,
describes a field B r 1 →ϱ in the unbounded space r Ͼ 1. The particular case of 1 = 2 = 1 was treated in paper 1. Figure 2 compares the lines of force of B r 1 →ϱ with those of another field B r 1 =2 , to illustrate the change of field topology in parametric variation with r 1 , holding 1 and 2 fixed at the above values.
In Fig. 2 , a front side 0 Ͻ Ͻ of the unit sphere is displayed in the right-handed Cartesian coordinates x = r sin cos , y = r sin sin , z = r cos . On the unit sphere are plotted the contours of constant B r with 1 = 2 = 1, common to the two fields. The solid and broken contours indicate positive and negative B r , respectively, showing a single, wavy, polarity-inversion line B r = 0 that closes on itself upon going once around the polar axis. That is, the boundary flux is bipolar.
The lines of force of the two fields, B r 1 →ϱ and B r 1 =2 , are drawn with thin and thick lines, respectively, shown projected against the plane y = 0. To aid the perspective viewing of the lines of force, we treat the ball r Ͻ 1 as an opaque object. Thus the part of a line of force that traces to an ending footpoint located on the back side of the unit sphere is shown occulted by the sphere. To keep presentation of the field lines tidy, we integrate the field-line equations
from the same sampling of 10 footpoints for each of the two fields, these starting points all chosen to lie on the same co-latitude = 70°but equally spaced in longitude ͑͒ on the front face of the unit sphere. If the two fields have the same footpoint map, the same beginning footpoint for both fields would have been mapped by their respective lines of force to the same ending footpoint on the unit sphere. As Fig. 2 shows, this is not the case. Similar field-line studies of B as a function of r 1 show that the closer r 1 is placed towards the inner boundary r = 1, the greater will those end-footpoint disparities be, relative to the footpoints of B r 1 →ϱ . This property establishes the principal points of the previous subsection. Let a potential field B located in V with r 1 = R expand into a new equilibrium state VЈ with r 1 = RЈ, where R and RЈ are constants with RЈ Ͼ R, under the condition of perfect electrical conductivity. Suppose B r on r =1 remains unchanged in this process and we recall from the previous subsection the notation that BЈ is the unique continuous potential field in VЈ, r 1 = RЈ, whereas B D Ј is the equilibrium state into which B has evolved with no change in field topology. Since BЈ is topologically inaccessible to B, and there is no other continuous potential field in VЈ with potential field must change with the parameter r 1 , as exemplified by the two fields in Fig. 2 . In other words, the magnetic connectivities of the lines of force all change parametrically with r 1 . It follows that the resistive transition from B D Ј to BЈ requires all the lines of force in B D Ј to have been reconnected.
In an actual reconnection development, single current sheets may form and dissipate in sequence, of course, but, generally, sheets can be expected to form in dense clusters and dissipate with mutual nonlinear interaction until all lines of force have reconnected to arrive at BЈ. We have made this point cleanly with bipolar fields without the complication of the separatrix surfaces of the higher order multipolar fields.
The Parker process in a three-dimensional magnetic field can therefore be expected to produce a profusion of ubiquitous current sheets. The field after a reconnection is typically just as incompatible with a continuous state, in the Parker sense, as the field before the reconnection had been, the latter having led to the creation of those sheets just dissipated. The heating through repeated formations of sheets would thus proceed until the free energy has significantly drained, unless, of course, the process is continually driven by a source.
Finally, we report an error in the numerical code generating the lines of force in Figs. 1-3 in paper 1, discovered after publication. Figure 2 in the current paper was generated with the corrected code. Fortunately, the numerically generated errors in Figs. 1-3 of paper 1 are minor and inconsequential to the conclusions of paper 1.
III. DISCUSSION
Hahm and Kulsrud 25 showed that current sheets can form under conditions of perfect conductivity in response to a change in the fluid domain of a magnetic field. Their result is based on a linear analysis of a one-dimensional twisted equilibrium magnetic field subject to an infinitesimal change in the shape of the fluid boundary. Their study is complete in demonstrating not only the inevitable current-sheet end state but also the resistive reconnection that destroys the current sheet to bring about the final nonlinear relaxation of the field, from its initial one-dimensional equilibrium state to a twodimensional one with magnetic islands. An important conclusion is that this relaxation could take place in a finite dynamical time scale.
We have extended their result, in a limited but important way, to the case of the general finite deformations of the fluid domain of a three-dimensional untwisted field. Despite the topological simplicity of untwisted fields, these fields in three-dimensional geometry are too complex to allow us to directly demonstrate the dynamics of sheet formation and dissipation, important issues that we must postpone to a future effort which is likely to require a numerical approach. We suggest that so long as the deformed boundary of the field is maintained, current sheets may form at relevant hydromagnetic time scales, as Hahm and Kulsrud had demonstrated for their physically similar but simpler system.
Unlike the magnetic field in a laboratory contained plasma, the fields in an open stellar atmosphere are composed of flux systems that interact one with another. Individual flux systems in the solar atmosphere expand and contract to occupy different volumes in the course of evolution. The basic process is illustrated by the axisymmetric field in Fig. 1 . In the case of quasistatic evolution due to the slow motion of the heavy plasma on the visible solar surface, that motion determines the twist in the field and the connectivity of the field to the surface. That motion drives the evolution with no regard for whether the field topology it produces is compatible with a continuous field in equilibrium. In the case of losing magnetic energy via a flare, the reduction of magnetic pressure in the flaring flux system leads to a significant volume contraction, as the liberated energy radiates away as electromagnetic and hydromagnetic waves. 47, 48 The surrounding flux systems would then expand by finite amounts to re-establish overall atmospheric equilibrium. In both cases, we encounter the physics of a flux systems adjusting to equilibrium with flux-volume changes under the frozen-in condition. Our study of the untwisted fields makes the basic point that those volume changes generally lead to current sheet formation inside the flux tubes.
Our model shows that all the lines of force of an untwisted field must reconnect in order to access the unique continuous potential state available to it. This effect is present for both finite and infinitesimal boundary changes. The slightest uncontrolled change of the boundary generally requires a change in the connectivities of all the magnetic footpoints to reach the potential state. To be sure, there is a set of special boundary deformations each such that the unique potential field of the changed domain is compatible with the field's footpoint connectivity so that sheets do not form. From the nature of the demonstrated effect, this set is a subset of measure zero in the set of all possible boundary deformations. This current-sheet formation is distinct from the one involving separatrix surfaces. The requirement for a changed field connectivity throughout the flux volume suggests the possibility of spatially dense formation of current sheets. Such a process can explain the solar observation that heating is ubiquitous or dense in space, both in the quiescent corona and in flaring plasma loops. The prospect of explaining this observation should motivate further theoretical investigation of this process.
